Self-compacting mortar (SCM) is a new generation product and has prospective use as an independent material as well as an integral constituent of self-compacting concrete (SCC). In this paper the flow response of self-compacting mortar is assessed by Taguchi method and ANOVA interaction. Effect of powder material and super-plasticizer on the relative flow index of fresh SCM is evaluated by mortar trial test designed by Taguchi method of optimization. An ANOVA interaction analysis is performed to comprehend the interaction of the factors and their effect on quality characteristic. The relative significance level of powder material and super-plasticizer in governing the flow characteristic is discussed. A modified approach is proposed by incorporation of the error balancing property of statistical central tendency and the assumption of non-variance of mean. Construing contribution of mean, sample size and relative error to Signal to Noise Ratio provides limits of deviations of the same.
Introduction
When developing self-compacting concrete mix the flowability is one of the primary requirements for the mix to qualify as a SCC mix. Although there are several qualifying tests of fresh SCC 1 a preliminary idea for initializing the powder and super-plasticizer content is required to achieve the desired response during the initial trial of SCC. The fundamental study of flowability of self-compacting concrete was carried out in Japan in the later period of eighties 2 . A few guidelines on mix composition and testing procedures are available 3, 4 . Mortar trial test 1, 5, 2 provides an initial testing procedure to get an estimate of the flow behavior of the self-compacting concrete in reference to the flow behavior of the mortar only. A considerable body of research exists for normally compacting mortar [6] [7] [8] [9] . But the significance of self-compacting mortar lies in its influence in controlling the quality characteristics of self-compacting concrete in fresh state.
The difference of self-compacting concrete and normally compacted concrete is attributed to mix constituent and fresh properties of SCC 10 . Again fresh properties of SCC can be attributed to a great extent to the fresh properties of mortar (powder, fine aggregate, water, and admixture). The flow characteristics of mortar is dependent on several factors including powder content and dose of super-plasticizer for a given water powder ratio [11] [12] [13] . But uncontrolled employment of super-plasticizer and powder may lead to unsatisfactory flow behavior in association with higher risk of segregation. Static segregation is mainly controlled by gravitational force. Dynamic segregation depends on flow rate and frictional forces (restrictions in formwork, floor, etc.). Thus analytical procedure is required to quantify the experimental output for identifying the most expected combination and the corresponding response. Use of Taguchi method to analyze effect of admixture in concrete mix design has been reported by researchers 14, 15 . Optimization of the mix proportion of the fly ash brick by Taguchi method of parameter design was reported by a few researchers 16 . In this paper the Taguchi method is applied to analyze the effect of content of powder and super-plasticizer on flow characteristic of self-compacting mortar. An ANOVA interaction analysis is also performed to understand the significance of relative inter-dependence of powder and super-plasticizer in controlling optimum flow behavior. A modified approach is proposed for controlled and limited trial experimentation.
Characteristics of Material
The mortar was developed using OPC 43 Grade cement and a flyash with low calcium content sourced from a super Thermal Power Plant. The physical properties of cement are given in (Table 1) . The physical and chemical characteristics of the other two powder materials (flyash and microsilica) are shown in (Table 2) 17, 18 . A commercially available poly-carboxylic ether based super-plasticizer with specific gravity 1.1 was used 19, 20 . The super-plasticizer was light brown in appearance with a alkali content of less than 1%. The maximum value of chloride content was 0.1%. The super-plasticizer had a suggested dosage of 0.185 to 1.111 liters per 100 kg of material (binder and fillers passing the 0.1 mm sieve). However suitable dosage depends on site conditions, type of concrete, materials used, etc. The super-plasticizer was used at ambient temperature above 15 °C. The rapid adsorption mechanism of super-plasticizer molecules onto the cement particles provides an efficient dispersion effect. The dispersive effect of super-plasticizer is related with the tri-Calcium Aluminate (C 3 A) and alkali content of cement, and fineness of cement. Dose and the method of addition of super-plasticizer is also important for initial dispersive effect. A water powder ratio of 0.32 was selected for this investigation. The cement content and flyash content was in equal proportion (1:1), 50% each. SCC mixtures with high volume flyash content, 40 to 60%, are reported in literature 13 . 5% silica fume by weight of cement was added to the mix. It is found that fineness of flyash particles was higher than cement particles and fineness of silica fume particles was much higher than cement and flyash particles (Tables 1 and 2 ). As a result flyash particles fill the voids of cement particles. The workability is enhanced due to the spherical shape of flyash particles which reduces the inter particle friction due to ball bearing effect. The silica fume particles being the finest enters the voids of the flyash particles and reduces the tendency to segregation and bleeding. It is reported in literature that incorporation of micro-silica with flyash improved the flow ability of mortars in general 12 . Thus a powder consisted of cement, flyash and silica fume is essential for desirable SCM properties. Self compacting mortar (SCM) is an integral part of self compacting concrete. SCC has lower percentage of coarse aggregate compared to conventional concrete. The properties of SCM play a dominant role in governing the properties of SCC. Hence the proportions are chosen for SCM in this paper which is part of a larger test programme on SCC.
Mortar flow test was executed following EFNARC guidelines to determine the dose of super-plasticizer required to achieve the desired flow characteristics. The relative flow value (Γ m ) indicates the flowability of the mortar. The relative flow index (Γ m ) is a unit less parameter which is equal to one less than the squared of the ratio of flow diameter to the initial diameter of the base of the cone.
A rotating tilting drum type mixer was used (IS 1791 (IS , 1985 21 . Mixing order of ingredients influences the fresh properties of self compacting mortar (SCM) 22 . Out of different mixing order tried a particular mixing order was selected for preparation of mortar mix. Initially cement, flyash and silica fume was put in the mixer in a dry state and mixing was carried out for 1 minute. Then one fifth of total water and one third of super-plasticizer were added gradually during mixing for a period of half minute. Fine aggregate was added to this mix and the mixing was carried out for another half minute. After that the remaining water and super-plasticizer was added slowly. Mixing was continued for two more minutes including the time taken for addition of super-plasticizer. The mix was inspected visually and mixing was stopped if found adequate. The water used for mixing was free from deleterious materials. Potable water with a temperature of 27 ± 2 ° C was used in mixing.
Design of Experiment
The orthogonal array concept is the key to the experimental design. The purpose is to effectively design the effects of multiple process parameters on the flow characteristics of self-compacting mortar. For the present investigation the control factors and levels are given in (Table 3 ). The levels for control factor A (powder to fine aggregate ratio) were increased from 1:1.04 to 1:2.21 at a step of 0.39. The basic ratios are selected in a larger context of a test programme on self compacting concrete (SCC) which is not a part of this paper 10 . The range selected serves the purpose of testing SCM as a component of SCC.
For control factor B (super-plasticizer to powder ratio) dose is increased from 1 to 2.5% at a step of 0.5%. The dose is selected considering the requirement of SCC. An L16 standard orthogonal array as shown in (Table 4) was employed for the present investigation. The layout of the experimental design is described in (Table 5 ). In the Taguchi method the signal to noise ratio is used to consolidate a number of repeated values into a single value which is the representation of the existing variation in the data. In the present trials the "higher is better" criteria is employed for computing S/N ratio of the flow characteristics of mortar. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) interaction test was performed to understand the interaction effect of the two factor parameter (Table 4 ).
Results and Discussion

Effect of powder to fine aggregate ratio on relative flow of self-compacting mortar
Self-Compacting mortar has higher content of powder materials to achieve the desired relative flow value. The mortar is a combination of powder, fine aggregate, admixture and water. The efficiency of the mortar mix depends on the synchronous flow behavior of all the ingredients of mortar during the mortar trial test. It is significant for self-compacting mortar due to the unique property of flowability which requires non separation of paste and water. Addition of superplasticizer initiates electrostatic dispersion mechanism. But unlike other types of super-plasticizers polycarboxylic ether based super-plasticizer have side chains linked to the polymer backbone which generates a steric hindrance 23, 24 . It ultimately helps in stabilization of cement particle's ability to separate and disperse. It helps to maintain concrete flowability even with reduced water content. Results of the mortar trial test and calculated signal to noise ratios are shown in (Table 6 ). The ANOVA analysis (Table 7) indicates very significant effect of powder to fine aggregate ratio on the relative flow value of self-compacting mortar under consideration. The highest signal to noise ratio evaluated for powder content is found for factor level-1 (96.15%). This is followed by factor level 2, 3 and 4 respectively (Figure 1 ). Thus the desired powder content is 96.15% of fine aggregate for optimum relative flow value. There is negligible change in the signal to noise ratio for factor level 1, 2 and 3. But a sharp drop in the signal to noise ratio is observed for factor level 4 ( Figure 1 ). This implies that reduction of powder content beyond factor level 3 is undesirable. Thus a minimum powder to fine aggregate ratio of 54.95% should be maintained to achieve the expected flow behavior. Any drop in powder content below 55% will result in abrupt fall in the relative flow value causing non uniform flow, slower spread and higher tendency to bleeding.
A considerable body of research on SCC 13 (flyash content 40 to 60%, water powder ratio 0.35 to 0.5) reported that for a fine aggregate to powder ratio lying between 45 to 49% flowability of SCC varied extensively. However ) by Taguchi method provides the lower limit of powder content for the specific materials used and also reveals that scope to achieve self compatibility of mortar even with a very high powder to fine aggregate ratio has promising potential.
Effect of super-plasticizer on relative flow of self-compacting mortar
The molecular configuration of the super-plasticizer retards the cement hydration 11 . Among various types of super-plasticizers a modified polycarboxylate based super-plasticizer was used in the mortar mix. This new generation super-plasticizer provided improved workability to SCM 11 . Rapid adsorption of the molecules onto the powder particles aided by efficient dispersion effect exposes increased surface of the cement and flyash grains to interact with water. The dose of super-plasticizer is the key parameter enabling the powder paste to flow. The efficiency of the superplasticizer in the mortar depends upon the powder content. Thus super-plasticizer to powder ratio is highly significant (more than the powder to fine aggregate ratio) in governing the relative flow value of self-compacting mortar ( Table 7) . The very high F-ratio (2 621.9) as compared to the critical F-ratio value (2.83) emphasizes the importance of superplasticizer to powder ratio. The optimum factor level is found as factor level 4 which has the highest signal to noise ratio ( Figure 2) . Thus 2.5% of super-plasticizer to powder ratio gives the optimum results. But understanding of the physical characteristics of mortar differs from the mathematical extract. For a super-plasticizer to powder ratio of 1% uniform flow is obtained but the corresponding V-Funnel flow rate is more than acceptable value (7 seconds). For 2% of the same ratio uniform flow was observed with slight tendency to bleeding. For 2.5% of the same separation of paste and water was observed. Hence these ratios of super-plasticizer to powder results in unacceptable mortar property. But at 1.5% of the ratio uniform flow, quick spread and non existence of bleeding was observed, satisfying the requirement of flowable mortar behavior. Study on effect of super-plasticizer and mineral admixtures on flowability of SCC reported in literature reveals similar trend 13 . Methodology for mix design of mortar in binary blends of powder to achieve adequate flow properties is reported in literature 25 . Thus the output of the optimization process is accepted only after analyzing the other physical requirements.
Thus the optimum flow behavior (relative flow value) is suggested for a powder to fine aggregate ratio of 96.15% and a super-plasticizer to powder ratio of 1.5% satisfying the basic requirement of self-compacting mortar.
An important step in this optimization procedure is to validate the estimated results through confirmation test. Confirmation test at the optimum settings of the process parameters is a tool to verify that the mean response factor falls within the predicted 95% confidence interval. The values of the predicted optimum relative flow falls within the predicted range as obtained from the confirmation test (Table 8 ).
Analysis of variance interaction on relative flow test results
In the previous sub-sections individual effects of powder to fine aggregate ratio and super-plasticizer to powder ratio on the relative flow index are discussed. But the practical requirement is that satisfaction of individual criteria for factors does not necessarily reveals any contradicting or favorable effect of one factor upon another. Basic understanding of the action of super-plasticizer in mortar suggests that the dose of super-plasticizer is also dependent on the powder content and thus cannot be treated as an independent governing factor. The super-plasticizer molecules get adsorbed on to the powder particles and repel each other. As a result the relative flow value increases. Thus any increase in powder content influences the degree of flowability for desired super-plasticizer content.
Any such physical phenomenon can be studied through analysis of variance interaction which expresses the degree of significance of the two factors while acting in synergy. The F-ratio of the interaction effect of the two factors, powder to fine aggregate ratio and super-plasticizer to powder ratio (5.435) is higher than the critical F-value at 95% confidence level (2.9) and the critical F-value for interaction (2.19) ( Table 9 ). It implies that factor A has significant effect on factor B or vice -versa.
The percent contribution of super-plasticizer to powder ratio (97.30%) dominates over the percent contribution of powder to fine aggregate ratio (2.16%) and the interaction of the factors (0.25%). It implies that super-plasticizer to powder ratio has the greatest contribution in controlling the relative flow value.
The graphical representation of the interaction effect ( Figure 3 ) between the factors facilitates the choice of factor and the corresponding level for a desired flow characteristic.
A Modified Approach
The best combination of factor parameter and level is determined based on the signal to noise ratio. The signal to noise ratio is again dependent on the individual readings. For the same mean value of the readings there exist many possible arrays of individual readings obtained by the change of experimental conditions. The variation in the readings depends on the control condition at different stages of mixing, placing, instrumental accuracy and manual efficiency. Thus the inherent uncertainty of material, process, machine and human error affects the readings and in turn the signal to noise ratios. But the optimum settings of the process parameters are not expected to vary with imposed or natural error of any category. Again the S/N ratio of optimum setting cannot vary with number of readings as well. It implies that any higher uncertainty during the experimentation may significantly alter the optimum setting which is not desired. To reduce this effect of experimental uncertainty on the signal to noise ratio a modified approach is proposed here.
The mean value expresses an important central tendency which balances the errors. Thus evaluation of signal to noise ratio based on the mean value considerably expels the errors and becomes independent of the variation of individual readings. The following equation is used to calculate the signal to noise ratio for higher is better criteria. A1,B2) 9.5 9.04 to 9.97 9.4 ( )
Where ξ ij is the error of i th trial of j th reading with respect to the mean (µ) of i th trial.
( )
For controlled experimentation where error percentage is minimum ξ ij is negligible compared to mean (µ).
Hence Equation 4 is reduced to
The above equation is simple and dependent on mean value (µ) only, thus minimizing any uncertainty in readings. The calculated S/N ratio from Equation 6 is shown in (Table 10 ). The S/N ratios calculated from both the equations are nearly equal. Thus assuming non variance of mean S/N ratios can be evaluated based on the simplified Equation 6 with reduced dependence on experimental uncertainty.
The modified Equation 6 is well applicable for very limited (even single) trial experimentation where collection of multiple trial results is not feasible due to cost involved or robustness of the experimentation on full scale structures. However an error analysis is performed to explore the extent of error margin which provides an understanding of the effect of different parameters in control of the error due to any loss of consideration for the variation in choosing an optimal and robust setting. 
Error Analysis
/ 20 log 10 log 1
Where
is the relative error w.r.t. mean.
In Equation 8 the term in the first parenthesis provides the contribution of mean to the signal to noise ratio and the term in the second parenthesis is the contribution of sample size and relative error in evaluation of signal to noise ratio. The error analysis is shown in Table 11 . For expected error upto 15% employment of Equation 6 may yield a maximum deviation in signal to noise ratio of -1.41 to 1.21. For higher error margin of 50% the deviation range in signal to noise ratio increases upto -6.02 and +3.52 (Table 11 ). Hence the applicability of Equation 6 for controlled error is established. The actual deviations which are found from (Table 10 ) fall within the range of (Table 11) . In practice the deviation should be well within the maximum and minimum range (Table 11) . It is because the errors (ξ r ) in any physical experimentation is not all positive or negative but a balance of the positive and negative attributes and the sum total of all relative errors is zero.
In derivation of the equation 6 the assumption is made for controlled experimentation where the error percentage is expected to have minimum value. Thus the equation is valid for controlled condition of experimentation with advantage of application in limited trial experimentation due to infeasibility of collecting multiple data sets. However the error analysis provides the limits of error in S/N ratios against the relative error percentage. Hence application of the modified equation may be left to the judgments of the concerned persons depending on the type of experimentation, control over the factors in laboratory or in site and the limits upto which the error can be allowed.
Conclusions
• Taguchi optimization technique to understand the effect of powder material and dose of super-plasticizer on the relative flow index of fresh self-compacting mortar is explored in this paper. The analysis reveals degree of significance of the powder content and dose of super-plasticizer in controlling the relative flow value. It is found that super-plasticizer to powder ratio has extremely significant effect over powder to fine aggregate ratio in controlling the desired flow response. The interaction of the two factors is found to have considerable effect on the response. It is observed that a minimum powder to fine aggregate ratio of 55% should be maintained to achieve the desired flow behavior. Although higher super-plasticizer content upto 2.5% increases the relative flow index, the associated risk of segregation restricts the super-plasticizer dose between 1.5% to 2%.Thus the Taguchi method or criterion of S/N ratios along with the ANOVA interaction analysis is suggested to find the optimal recipe; • A modified approach for evaluation of signal to noise ratio based on the concept of error balancing property of mean (an important central tendency) is proposed. The modified equation involves only the mean value of the readings and thus excludes any effect of variation in reading due to experimental uncertainty. The modified equation is simple and well applicable for experimentation under controlled environment. Otherwise if the non-variance of mean is assumed for uncontrolled experimentation the equation expresses signal to noise ratio on zero error scale. The approach is also well applicable for optimization of experimentation where limited (even one) trial is involved and collection of multiple trial results is not feasible. Such a condition may arise at site for costly experimentation on full scale structures. The error analysis provides clear insight into individual effect of combination of mean, sample size and relative error on signal to noise ratio. 
